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Online Practice- 
When practicing at home, time your child.  Give about a 1.5 minutes per question.  
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Phonemic Awareness
● I can identify words with the same sound as the underlined part.



Phonemic Awareness 

1. sail pass      sat fake seal

 2. cash leash mush laugh yes

 3. team bread met time steer



Phonemic Awareness 
1. burn sun barn share fern

 2. kite might fit key lick

 3. look rode hook cool leak



Phonemic Awareness - YOU DO



SYNONYMS
● I can identify words that mean the same, or about the same, as a given word.



Synonyms - 
1. hungry

○ empty

○ starving

○ angry

○ boring

2.    large

○ kind

○ wonderful

○ great

○ tiny



Synonyms - 
1. rest

○ pause

○ work

○ best

○ jog

2.    assist

○ erase

○ help

○ mark

○ alone



Synonyms - YOU DO



Antonyms
● I can identify words that mean the opposite as a given word.



Antonyms - 
1. yell

○ shout

○ tell

○ bother

○ whisper

2.    over

○ right

○ under

○ above

○ see



Antonyms - 
1. up

○ little

○ down

○ over

○ beside

2.    long

○ short

○ big

○ under

○ left



Vocabulary - 
1. One shouldn’t _____________ mean dogs.

My cousin owns two _____________ cats.

○ touch

○ big

○ pet

○ animal



Vocabulary 
2.    She could ___________ that I was upset.

I often use my _____________ of smell.

○ hear

○ sense

○ see

○ nose



Vocabulary - 
2.    My neighbor’s dog will __________ at the cars that pass by.

The ___________ on our trees in the back yard is peeling off.

○ run

○ leaves

○ branches

○ bark



Prefixes
● I can choose the prefix in a given word. 



Prefixes - 
Choose the prefix in each word. 

1. mismatched
a) mi
b) mis
c) match
d) ed 

Find the word that has the prefix, and 
ONLY the prefix, underlined. 

a) reread
b) unlock
c) disobey
d) preload



Prefixes - 
Choose the prefix in each word. 

1. noncompliant
a) ant
b) non
c) compliant
d) nt 

Find the word that has the prefix, and 
ONLY the prefix, underlined. 

a) misspoke
b) decode
c) withhold
d) impossible



Prefixes - 
Choose the prefix in each word. 

1. impossible
a) ible
b) im
c) poss
d) impos 

Find the word that has the prefix, and 
ONLY the prefix, underlined. 

a) disappoint
b) nonsense
c) overarching
d) illogical



Suffixes
● I can choose the suffix in a given word. 



Suffix 
Choose the suffix in each word. 

1. wisely
a) wise
b) ely
c) ly
d) wis

Find the word that has the suffix, and 
ONLY the suffix, underlined. 

a) flatten
b) usable
c) sleepless
d) catcher



Suffix 
Choose the suffix in each word. 

1. collectible
a) ible
b) co
c) le
d) tible 

Find the word that has the suffix, and 
ONLY the suffix, underlined. 

a) wonderful
b) action
c) comfortable
d) golden



VOCABULARY (Part 2)
● I can choose the words that best completes the meaning of the sentence or story.



Vocabulary 
Choose the word that best completes each sentence. 

2.   Linda ____________ the towels, sunglasses, and volleyball, while Sue took care of the food. 

a. spoiled

b. returned

c. loaded

d. disappointed 



Vocabulary 
For numbers 3 and 4, choose the word from each list that best completes the meaning of the story. 

Robert and Eli went to the park to __(3)__ the football around.

While they were there, they saw a flock of geese __(4)__ around the pond.

4. 
● swimming
● goes
● quack
● alone

3.
● play
● slide
● sit
● toss



Vocabulary 
Choose the word that best completes each sentence. 

3.     When Linda returned to the car, Sue __________ up at the sky and saw the clouds growing dark. 

a. forecast

b. glanced

c. replied

d. gathered



Vocabulary 
Choose the word that best completes each sentence. 

4.     Moments later, drops of rain fell on the car’s windshield and the girls were ______ that their plans had 

been ruined.  

a. happy

b. glorious

c. loaded

d. disappointed



Vocabulary
For numbers 1 and 2, choose the word from each list that best completes the meaning of the story. 

It began __(5)__ outside early this morning.

I decided to take my  __(6)__ to help keep me dry.

6. 
● purse
● coat
● umbrella
● shoes

5.
● sunny
● raining
● shine
● snow



Vocabulary 
For numbers 7 and 8, choose the word from each list that best completes the meaning of the story. 

We were at the  __(7)__ watching the football game.

The sun was shining  __(8)__ so I put on some sunscreen.

8. 
● dimly
● cloudy
● brightly
● dark

7.
● game
● stadium
● library
● home


